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China’s livestock transition: Driving forces, impacts, and consequences

Zhaohai Bai1,2, Wenqi Ma3, Lin Ma1*, Gerard L. Vethof4, Zhibao Wei1, Petr Havlik5, Oene Oenema2,4, Michael R. F. Lee6,7, Fusuo Zhang8

China’s livestock industry has experienced a vast transition during the last three decades, with profound effects on domestic and global food provision, resource use, nitrogen and phosphorus losses, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. We provide a comprehensive analysis of the driving forces around this transition and its national and global consequences. The number of livestock units (LUs) tripled in China in less than 30 years, mainly through the growth of landless industrial livestock production systems and the increase in monogastric livestock (from 62 to 74% of total LUs). Changes were fueled through increases in demand as well as, supply of new breeds, new technology, and government support. Production of animal source protein increased 4.9 times, nitrogen use efficiency at herd level tripled, and average feed use and GHG emissions per gram protein produced decreased by a factor of 2 between 1980 and 2010. In the same period, animal feed imports have increased 49 times, total ammonia and GHG emissions to the atmosphere doubled, and nitrogen losses to watercourses tripled. As a consequence, China’s livestock transition has significant global impact. Forecasts for 2050, using the Shared Socio-economic Pathways scenarios, indicate major further changes in livestock production and impacts. On the basis of these possible trajectories, we suggest an alternative transition, which should be implemented by government, processing industries, consumers, and retailers. This new transition is targeted to increase production efficiency and environmental performance at system level, with coupling of crop-livestock production, whole chain manure management, and spatial planning as major components.

INTRODUCTION
Global food security and the sustainability of food production and consumption greatly depend on how to manage livestock production and animal source food consumption (1, 2). Livestock production systems use a great proportion of the world’s crucial resources, such as land and water (3–5), and are a main source of non-CO2 greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and ammonia (NH3) in air, as well as of nitrogen (N) and phosphorus in surface waters (3, 6). Recent global assessments have provided a systematic quantification of the biomass use, feed conversion ratio, and productivity of different livestock production systems (7). The changes in livestock production, to more efficient monogastric animals and landless production systems (where animals are housed, feed is imported from other farms and countries, and manure is only partly returned to crop land), have contributed to significant resources and emission savings at the animal level. However, the overall impact of livestock production has greatly increased, through increased production level (2, 8, 9) and decoupling of feed and animal production on farm, with a greater reliance on purchased cereal and pulse-based feeds, the human edible feeds (10). Other studies have emphasized the large differences between farms in production efficiency and environmental performance and the scope for improvement (11).

The term “livestock revolution” was first coined by Delgado et al. (12) to describe the rapid changes in production structure and efficiency and to advise governments and industries to prepare for this continuing revolution. The market value of the global increases in meat and milk consumption between 1970 and 1990 was two times higher than the market value of the increase in cereal consumption through the better-known “Green Revolution,” more specifically wheat, rice, and corn. The livestock revolution or transition has been characterized as “demand-driven” and the green revolution as supply- or technology-driven, but there are regional differences (5), especially for countries with strong central governments.

China is an interesting case of the livestock revolution or transition. The average meat, milk, and egg consumption per capita increased by 3.9, 10, and 6.9 times, respectively, between 1980 and 2010, which was far more than the increase during this period in the world (13). In the early nineties, China exceeded the United States and Europe as the world’s biggest livestock producer (10). Mean livestock productivity was low, and nutrient losses and GHG emissions per unit of animal protein produced were relatively high compared with those of the United States and European Union (EU) (11, 14, 15). Moreover, the demand for animal products is projected to increase further in China (16). As a result, livestock production will nearly double during the next few decades, which may have huge environmental and socioeconomic impacts, as recently discussed for China’s increasing demand for milk on the global dairy sector (17) and likewise on the pig production sector (18). These changes question the sustainability of future global livestock production.

The causes and effects of past changes in livestock production for different livestock categories and the perspectives of future livestock production in China are not clear. Livestock production changes are in response to phase shifts changes in food demand, but, in addition, there are profound changes in livestock functions and categories, systems, actors, and impacts, that are poorly understood. Moreover,
there is a need for insight into more sustainable livestock production pathways.

The overall aims of this study are to increase the understanding of the drivers and impacts of the livestock transition in China and to explore possible solutions to achieve sustainable livestock production in the near future. We selected a range of indicators, following the Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response framework (19), and used these indicators to comprehensively analyze changes and impacts in the three main livestock production systems: mixed, grazing, and landless/industrial systems. We focused on the period 1980–2010 because the most rapid changes took place in this period and because of data availability. Scenarios for 2050 explore the effects of a range of development pathways.

RESULTS
Characterization of the livestock transition
China’s livestock population almost tripled between 1980 and 2010, from 142 to 441 million livestock units (LUs). Functions of livestock also changed. Before the transition, livestock had multiple functions; it provided draft power, used household wastes, and provided manure to fertilize cropland, next to supplying animal protein. Between 1980 and 2010, supplying animal protein became much more important, facilitated by animal breeding programs and the increased availability of high-quality animal feed, increasingly through import (Fig. 1). The increased availability of subsidized synthetic fertilizers made animal manure redundant for fertilizing cropland, while small machines replaced animal draft power.

Systems also changed. Traditional backyard and mixed crop-livestock systems were in part replaced by landless systems. In 1980, 2.5% of the total number of livestock (expressed in LUs) was in landless systems (3.6 million LUs in landless systems compared to the whole 142 million LUs) and, in 2010, it was 56% (247 million LUs in landless systems compared to the whole 441 million LUs) (Fig. 2A). At the same time, there was a shift from ruminant livestock (dairy cattle, other cattle, and sheep and goat) to monogastric livestock (pigs, layers, and broilers); the proportion of monogastric livestock to total LUs increased from 62% (88 million LUs in landless systems to the whole 142 million LUs) in 1980 to 74% (325 million LUs in landless systems compared to the whole 441 million LUs) in 2010 (Fig. 2B). Total animal protein production increased from 3.0 Tg in 1980 to 18 Tg in 2010. Landless systems produced 0.2 Tg of protein in 1980 and 12 Tg in 2010 (Fig. 2C). Meanwhile, the annual gross economic value of livestock production increased from 35 to 2100 billion Yuan, a 58-fold increase (Fig. 2E).

Driving forces of the livestock transition
Increases in human population, economic growth [changes in gross domestic production (GDP)], and urbanization are commonly seen as main driving forces of the livestock transition, although research and technology development and food chain actors (suppliers, processing industry, and retail) also played an important role. Changes in livestock number were positively related with changes in human population and degree of urbanization (Fig. 3). Livestock numbers were, however, not clearly related to GDP per capita; when the average GDP increased above 750 to 1500 US$ per capita, livestock number and percentage of monogastric livestock did not increase much further (Fig. 3B). The ratio of monogastric to total livestock number will likely not increase, as recent findings indicate that the consumption of beef, mutton, and dairy products is increasing much faster than the consumption of pork and poultry meat (table S1).

Fig. 1. Concept of the livestock transition in China between 1980 and 2010. The left- and right-hand graphs show the crop production (bottom), livestock production (middle), and the consumption of food (top). Solid arrows represent nutrient inputs and outputs; the dotted arrows represent nutrient recycling flows. The thickness of the arrows reflects the size of the flows. Draft is the draft power provided by the draft animals.
Fig. 2. Changes of livestock production structure, resources demand, and environmental performance from 1980 to 2010. (A and B) Livestock number and systems (in LUs). (C to E) Production performance: animal protein production and economic value. Nutrient use and recycling: external resources dependency indicator expressed in cereals feed dependency (F), manure nitrogen recycle rate (G), new nitrogen dependency (H), and imported feed nitrogen (I). Feed and land use: corn (J), soybean (K), grass (L), and land requirement for manure application (M). Environmental pollution: GHG emissions (N), NH₃-N emissions (O), and N losses to watercourses (P). Soybean includes soybean and soybean cakes. Feed is expressed as DM. Land for manure application is defined as the area of land needed to apply the manure at an application rate of 170 kg N ha⁻¹ per year.

Fig. 3. Driving forces of livestock transition in China. Relationships between livestock number (in LUs), the percentage of monogastric animals (in LUs) to total number of animals (in LUs), and the percentage of livestock in landless systems (percentage of landless) versus human population (A), average GDP value per capita (B), urbanization (C), and years of the introduction of governmental support policies (D). For details about the livestock production support policies, see table S2.
Governmental policies and subsidies also stimulated livestock production and transition, and three types of policies played a role (Fig. 3 and table S2). First is the liberation of markets and removal of barriers, such as the autonomy right to produce in 1980 and the free market price policy in 1985 (table S2). The supply of animal source food was controlled by the central government until the early 1990s. Meat coupons were essential for people to buy animal source food (table S2). Most people could only eat meat during the Spring Festival, when there was additional meat supply. In the early 1990s, meat coupons were abolished, and farmers were allowed and encouraged to set up new livestock production farms. Between 1980 and 2010, the consumption of animal products per capita increased 2-fold for pork and 13-fold for beef products (table S1). Second, economic incentives were provided for livestock producers, processing industry, and retail. The Vegetable Basket program of the government promoted industrial livestock farms around cities, and the Green Channeling policy facilitated the processing and transport of animal products (table S2). More than 10 billion Yuan of subsidies were directed annually to the livestock sector since 2007. Third, there were no or only loose environmental protection regulations (table S2). The few environmental regulations issued between 1980 and 2010 required only modest investments in manure storage, treatment, and application facilities. This lax environmental policy indirectly boosted large-scale and landless livestock production with poor manure management. These landless systems were economically much more profitable than the small traditional systems, which had relatively good manure management through a more coupled crop-livestock production system.

Pressures of livestock transition on resource use and the environment

The rapid increase in the number of livestock greatly enhanced the demand for feed and hence cropland. Consumption of corn (Zea mays) as livestock feed increased from 15 to 107 Tg dry matter (DM) between 1980 and 2010 (Fig. 2I), and that of soybean (Glycine max) increased from 4.0 to 41 Tg (including soybean cakes) (Fig. 2K). Most of these increases were driven by landless industrial systems; they were responsible for more than 80% of the consumption of feed corn and soybean in 2010, respectively (Fig. 2J and K).

The increasing competition between plant source food production and livestock feed production affected cultivated areas and the prices of commodities. The demand for livestock feed increased beyond domestic feed production capacity, and increasing amounts of soybean, corn, and alfalfa (Medicago sativa; forage for cattle) had to be imported (fig. S2). Livestock production in China became dependent on feed import, while some traditional sources of animal feed (kitchen wastes, food losses, and crop residues) were left unused and have become a burden for the environment (see the changes in the thickness of the arrows between 1980 and 2010 in Fig. 1). Consumption of forages (grass) increased from 209 to 341 Tg (Fig. 2L). An increased land area was also needed for livestock manure disposal (Fig. 2M).

Changes in livestock production also increased emissions of GHG and NH₃ to air and of N to water. Total GHG emissions from the livestock production chain increased from 233 to 520 Tg CO₂e between 1980 and 2010. The contribution of landless systems to total GHG emissions increased from 1.5% in 1980 to 37% in 2010 (Fig. 2N). Total NH₃-N emissions increased from 3.9 Tg in 1980 to 7.6 Tg in 2010. Most of the NH₃ emission was from traditional, mixed production systems, but the contribution from landless systems increased rapidly (Fig. 2O). Losses of N and phosphorus to surface water increased more than proportionally with livestock numbers, because of the decoupling of crop and livestock production. An increasing shortage of land near livestock farms led in turn to increasing difficulty in recycling manure back to cropland. As a result, a significant fraction of the

Fig. 4. Changes of production efficiency in terms of animal protein produced. Changes in livestock production efficiency between 1980 and 2010: feed use per unit protein produced (A), land use per unit protein produced (B), new nitrogen (N) use per unit protein produced (C), GHG emission per unit protein produced (D), reactive N (Nr) losses per unit protein produced (E), NUE (nitrogen use efficiency) at herd level (F), and NUE at the whole system level (G). NUE was calculated at herd level, including all main livestock categories, breeding animals, and replacement animals (cattle, pig, poultry, and sheep and goat) and at system level, including the whole soil-feed-livestock production chain.
manure was discharged to evaporation ponds and other water bodies, instead of being recycled to cropland/grassland, and substituting for synthetic fertilizer. Discharge of manure N to water courses increased from 4.0 to 12 Tg between 1980 and 2010 and posed an increasing threat to water pollution. Landless systems became the biggest contributor (Fig. 2P). For the resources requirement and environmental performance of poultry, pig, cattle, sheep, and goat production, see fig. S3.

**Impacts of the livestock transition on productivity, efficiency, and manure recycling**

The productivity and resource use efficiency of the livestock production sector greatly improved per LU (Fig. 4A) and per unit of animal protein produced. Animal protein production increased from 3.0 Tg in 1980 to 18 Tg in 2010, much faster than the increases in the number of livestock (Fig. 2, A and B). The amount of feed needed to produce 1 g of edible animal protein decreased by about 46% per unit of edible animal protein produced (Fig. 4, A and B). Average nitrogen use efficiency (NUE) at herd level increased from 4.4% in 1980 to 11.5% in 2010. At the crop/feed-livestock system level, NUE increased from 9.1% in 1980 to 13.5% in 2010. A decrease of system-level NUE was observed between 2000 and 2010, likely because of the increased decoupling of crop and livestock production and the associated decrease in the utilization of manure nutrients (Fig. 4, F and G). Mean reactive nitrogen (Nr) losses from livestock production were decreased from 3.4 g in 1980 to 1.4 g (g animal protein $^{-1}$). Mean GHG emission decreased from 99 g CO$_2$e in 1980 to 36 g CO$_2$e (g animal protein $^{-1}$) in 2010 (Fig. 4, C and D).

Through the decoupling of livestock production and crop production, and the limited areas of cropland around large livestock production farms, the manure N recycling rate (percentage of manure N returned to crop land) decreased from 33% in 1980 to 21% in 2010, a decrease of 36% (Fig. 2G). The remainder (79% in 2010) was emitted to air as NH$_3$ and N$_2$, dropped by livestock in grassland, dumped in landfill, and/or discharged to watercourses without much pretreatment. As a consequence, many rivers, lakes and coastal waters, and air have become polluted by manure nutrients, while the use of synthetic fertilizer N, in percentage of total N use, increased from 17 to 25% (Fig. 2H).

Further, animal production became unevenly distributed between regions (Fig. 5). In 1980, the livestock density was below 1 LU ha$^{-1}$ in most regions; only four provinces and cities (Beijing, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Guangdong) had a livestock density >1 LU ha$^{-1}$. In 2010, many provinces in the southeast had a high livestock density (>2 LU ha$^{-1}$), and most provinces in the north and west still had a low density (<1 LU ha$^{-1}$) (Fig. 5). This highly uneven distribution of livestock production contributed to a decreased effective manure recycling.

**Exploring solutions: Responses to different pathways for 2050**

We explored livestock production in China in 2050 using two contrasting Shared Socio-economic Pathways (SSPs) scenarios as basis, that is, a SSP2 route, which is a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, and a SSP1 route (a set of scenarios). The SSP1 route emphasizes technology development, environmental concerns, and system redesign but without a reduction of animal source food consumption. The scenarios followed the main structure of the SSPs, however, with details regarding animal food consumption and livestock production structure predicted in this study. In SSP2, the consumption of animal protein per capita and the total demand for livestock products are projected to increase from 47 to 165%, depending on animal product (table S3), and the import of animal source food and/or the import of livestock feed will have increased. In case of import of animal source food only, China would import in 2050 0.5 to 8.4 times the total global trade of livestock products of 2010, depending on animal product (table S3). In case of import of livestock feed only, China would import in 2050 0.7 to 1.4 times the total global trade of livestock feed in 2010 (table S3). The choice for either import of animal source food or livestock feed has impact on the development of the livestock production sector and the associated global environmental burdens. The production of all animal source food domestically will increase GHG emissions in SSP2 from 520 Tg CO$_2$e in 2010 to 805 Tg CO$_2$e in 2050 (Fig. 6C). Similarly, NH$_3$ emission will increase from 7.6 to 11 Tg in SSP2, and N losses to watercourse will increase to 18 Tg (Fig. 6D).

SSP1 offers the potential of an environmentally more sustainable path toward 2050 through improved feed and herd management (SSP1a), whole chain manure management to couple crop production with livestock production (SSP1b), production structure change toward more intensification (SSP1c), production structure change toward more monogastric animals (SSP1d), and combined technologies (SSP1e). Combined technologies showed overwhelming superiority compared
to the single options (fig. S5). The combined technology SSP1e pathway leads to improvements in both crop (feed) and livestock production efficiencies, while a reconnet of crop and livestock production will allow improved utilization of manure nutrients and a reduction in competition for human edible food as livestock feed. As a result, the corn consumption in 2050 will decrease from 207 Tg in SSP2 to 160 Tg in SSP1e. Similarly, the need for soybean decreases by 11 Tg and that of forage (grass) by 248 Tg in SSP1e relative to SSP2. Further, GHG emissions will decrease from 805 Tg CO₂ₑ in SSP2 to 451 Tg CO₂ₑ in SSP1e, and Nr losses from 30 Tg N in SSP2 to 12 Tg N in SSP1e (Fig. 6, C and D). The herd- and system-level NUE will increase in SSP1e by 58 and 49% relative to SSP2, respectively (Fig. 6, E and F). Hence, the prospect of combined technologies and systems redesign in SSP1e is large, relative to the BAU of SSP2.

DISCUSSION

China’s livestock transition between 1980 and 2010 has been unprecedented in the world in terms of scale, speed, and global impact. It has changed the consumption of animal source food from a luxury for the few and a delicacy during the Spring Festival to a common food for almost a billion people. The system change increased livestock productivity, in terms of feed and land use per unit of produced animal protein, and at the same time its environmental burden. The transition was both demand- and supply-driven and as yet without much regulation of its environmental impact. The livestock transition in China is part of the global livestock revolution but unique in terms of scale, speed, impact, and driving forces. Within 30 years, total LU number tripled, and the number of LUs in landless industrial-scale systems increased 70-fold. These relative increases have occurred, for example, for dairy cattle in some Arabic countries (through import of high-genetic merit cattle) (13), but these increases have not been reported across all main livestock categories (cattle, pigs, and poultry) and combined with profound system changes, from mixed and backyard systems to landless industrial systems.

Driving forces of China’s livestock transition

Diet change has contributed more to the rapid increase in livestock number than the increase of the human population (fig. S3). Developments in livestock sciences and technology, including breeding, molecular genetics, and precision feeding have further contributed to the livestock transition (20). Direct subsidy policies from the central government have also strongly supported modernization and industrialization of the livestock sector and have stimulated the start-up of livestock production farms (table S2). The livestock transition has furthermore benefited from loose and ineffective environmental regulations. Construction of large livestock farms near cities was, for example, facilitated even in the case where these farms did not have sufficient arable land nearby for the recycling of manure. Instead, the manure was landfilled or partially treated and then discharged into water bodies (21). In summary, the livestock transition in China is propelled by demand and wealth, as described by Delgado et al. (12), but is also strongly facilitated through subsidies, deregulation policies, and weak environmental regulations.

Impacts on resource use and the environment

The impacts of the livestock transition were profound and large, in terms of livestock productivity, international trade of feed, and environmental pollution. The livestock transition also enhanced competition for agricultural land. Increasing demand of agricultural land may further unbalance land use choices between human needs and ecosystem function (22). The area cropped with corn increased at the expense of the area devoted to wheat and rice in China, due to the increasing demand for livestock feed (23). This change was facilitated also by (indirect) subsidies to farmers growing corn during the livestock transition. However, the increase in domestic feed production was not sufficient. As a consequence, feed import increased greatly. In 2010, feed import was equivalent to 16 million ha of arable land, which is equal to 45% of China’s arable land used for feed production (fig. S6). The massive import of livestock feeds affects the world market, and through changes in commodity prices, it also affects countries in Africa, which also
depend on the import of soybean and/or cereals (13). Massive imports also induce large-scale changes in land use in exporting countries, including the deforestation of Amazon in Brazil (24).

Emissions of GHG and Nr per unit of animal produce in 2010 were still much higher in China than in the United States and EU (11, 25). NH₃ emission from livestock production amounted to 7.6 Tg in 2010, which was 62% of the total NH₃ emission in China (26). These emissions substantially contributed to the formation of PM2.5 (atmospheric particulate matter less than 2.5 μm in diameter) and are in part responsible for the air quality problems in China; an additional factor is the concentration of livestock production near urban areas. Further, livestock farms negatively affect water quality; a significant fraction of the manure N and phosphorus (P) ends up in watercourses. Manure N and P are implicated for their role in the severe eutrophication of major rivers, lakes, and coastal waters (27). Forecasts following the SSP2 route suggest that NH₃ emissions from livestock production will have increased to 11 Tg NH₃-N and N losses to watercourses to 18 Tg N by 2050. These losses significantly contribute to the suggested global maximum losses to be able to stay within planetary boundaries (28). Hence, China’s livestock transition has local, regional, and global dimensions.

Manure is a main resource of soil organic matter and nutrients that may improve soil quality and replace mineral fertilizer. However, manure is a source of pollution when not managed properly. During the transition, manure N recycling rate decreased greatly because of the disconnection between crop and livestock production at the national and global level. As a result, use of new N (synthetic fertilizer and feed import) increased in livestock production (Fig. 2H). Similar results can be found at the global level because of the trade of agricultural products (29).

A new livestock transition for sustainable livestock production

Forecasts for 2050 following the SSP2 scenario suggest that the pressures on the environment, resulting from China’s increased animal source food demand, will greatly increase and may even threaten the sustainability of global livestock production. If China chose to feed the livestock domestically (no importation of animal source food), then livestock production will exert huge pressure on its scarce resources (for example, land and fresh water) and the environment. China will need to import about 97% to 100% of the current global traded corn and soybean, respectively, if there is no improvement of domestic feed production. This may also affect animal feed use in EU, since it imported around 20% of global traded soybean in 2010 (13). These increases in corn and soybean demand may tempt feed exporting countries to increase the acreage of corn and soybean at the expense of wheat production or at the expense of grassland and forest, as has happened in the past 30 years in Brazil and Argentina (13). Conversely, if all additional needed animal source food will be imported from abroad in the SSP2 scenario, then exporting countries may face similar challenges, as recently discussed for the dairy sector (17). Although the efficiency of production is much higher in most exporting countries than in China, exporting countries will also face (biophysical and/or regulatory) limits (11, 15, 17, 25).

Managing animal source food demand can be also an effective strategy to reduce N and P losses from the whole food production and consumption chain (30). We did not consider this option in the SSP1 scenarios because managing demand seems less realistic during the first few decades; half of the population still has a relatively low consumption of animal source food, and current governmental incentives and dietary guidelines promote balanced diets with modest portions of animal source food, as adopted in the SSP1 scenarios currently.

Our results show compelling differences between SSP2 and SSP1e (Fig. 6), with SSP1e as the environmentally preferred and most challenging pathway. This pathway would require another livestock transition built on the current transition with further intensification, improving feed quality, improving herd management and breeding, but with emphasis on improving the agronomic and environmental performance of the whole livestock production sector, and including recoupling of feed-livestock production. Such a livestock transition is difficult to manage without the joint efforts of the livestock sector, suppliers, and the government. Locations of livestock farms have to be planned strategically away from watercourses and other sensitive areas and with sufficient cropland in the vicinity. For proper recycling of manure nutrients, approximately 0.3 to 0.6 ha of agricultural land per LU is needed, depending on soil fertility level and environmental conditions (31). The importance of location of livestock farms was reiterated recently by the Chinese government; pig farmers were expelled from areas near eutrophication-sensitive lakes, following the implementation of the water protection law. Through coupling of crop and livestock production with manure nutrient recycling, large amounts of synthetic fertilizer can be saved (21), which is a main policy objective (32). At the same time, NUEs at the system level can be increased, and eutrophication of lakes, coastal seas, and other sensitive areas can be diminished. The additional requirement of land for feed production will be 31 million ha (Fig. 6B), which is nearly as large as the area of crop land in 2010 (fig. S6). However, the total area of grassland covers more than three times the area of arable land in China, and part of this area has the potential to increase production through better nutrient and water management. Further, closing the crop yield gap through integrated soil-crop management has been shown to be effective for most regions in China; it can increase cereals yield without increasing N input (33) and can also contribute to covering the increased feed demand.

The promise of the SSP1e scenario can only be realized through the implementation of advanced designs and technologies in breeding, animal feeding, and manure management, without sacrifice of animal welfare. Key to realizing the promise of SSP1e are as follows: (i) targeted spatial planning of livestock production, (ii) coupling of crop and livestock production, and (iii) improved grassland management and concentrate feed production, with reduced competition with human-edible food. Achieving the SSP1e requires targeted socioeconomic policies, environmental regulations, and large investments in improving livestock feed production and quality, livestock housing, and manure management.

CONCLUSIONS

The livestock transition in China between 1980 and 2010 has had a significant impact on the livestock production sector itself, food consumption patterns of consumers, and the environment and on the international trade of feed. The number of livestock has tripled, the number of livestock in landless industrial systems increased 70-fold, and the proportion of monogastric animal units increased further from 62 to 74% of total LUs. The changes have been driven by demand and supply factors, including subsidy policies and loose environmental regulations. Though GHG and reactive N losses per unit of animal protein decreased significantly, total GHG and Nr losses increased greatly. The loss of N and P contributed seriously to eutrophication of rivers and lakes. Domestic feed production was insufﬁcient, and increasing amounts
of soybean, corn, and, more recently, alfalfa had to be imported, which affected global markets. Forecasts for 2050 reveal that yet another livestock transition will be needed, with again a clear role for the central government, retailers, consumers, and the industry itself. The management of the new transition should focus equally on the spatial planning of livestock farms, the improvement of livestock production efficiency, animal feed production (including forage and grasslands), and manure management.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This section contains a description of the research system and boundary, a definition of livestock production systems, an introduction to the NUFER (NUtrient flow in Food chains, Environment and Resources use) animal model, and a description of scenarios for 2050, which explores a more sustainable crop-livestock production future.

Research boundary
Figure S7 shows the system concept of this study (livestock production and feed production in China). Inputs [synthetic fertilizers, biological N fixation (BNF), atmospheric deposition, and feed import] are listed on the left-hand side. These inputs are considered “new” inputs. Outputs (livestock products, manure export to other systems, and nutrient losses) are listed on the right hand of the figure. Internal flows between the feed production compartment and the livestock production compartment are shown by dotted arrows. Nutrient accumulated/depletion may occur in the crop or grassland systems.

Definitions of livestock production systems
Here, three main livestock production systems were distinguished, according to the feed regime and manure recycling and on the basis of statistical data: (i) so-called mixed crop-livestock production systems, (ii) grazing production systems, and (iii) landless industrial production systems. In addition, 20 subsystems were distinguished related to the main six livestock categories. The definitions of different livestock production systems are briefly described by Bai et al. (21).

Traditional and backyard systems were classified as mixed production systems, and medium and large size industrial production systems were classified as landless production systems. The livestock production structure for the years 2000 and 2010 was derived from Ministry of Agriculture and Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) databases (13, 34) and for the years 1980 and 1990 from expert consultations.

Overview of the calculation method and NUFEr animal model
Total feed DM intake
The method used in this study allows the partitioning of the feed consumption, land use, GHG emission, nutrient use, and losses to the six main livestock categories (pigs, layers, broilers, dairy, beef and draught cattle, and sheep and goat) and to the three main livestock production systems. We began with the estimation of total biomass required by livestock production. The feed intake prediction module was based on the energy requirements for maintenance, body weight gain, lactation, and reproduction. The calculation method was described in detail by Bai et al. (14, 18, 21) for the year 2010. We assumed that there were no big changes in coefficients between 1980 and 2010. However, mean body weight, live weight gain (LWG), milk yield, and egg yield changed over time, and these changes were taken into account; for pig production, see Bai et al. (18); for dairy production, see Zhang et al. (35); and for other animal categories, see Bai et al. (21).

Partitioning of the feed ingredients to different livestock categories
The feed ingredients consumed by each livestock category were calculated by feed compositions and the total feed intake per round.

\[
I_{\text{feed consumption}} = I_{\text{aDM intake}} \times I_{\text{afeed compositions}}
\]  

1

\[
I_{\text{feed consumption}} \text{(kilograms)}\) is the consumption of a specific feed ingredient (DM) by a specific livestock category in a specific production system per year. In total, there were 15 feed ingredients, 6 livestock categories, and 3 production systems. \(I_{\text{aDM intake}}\) is the total feed intake (sum of all 15 feed ingredients) consumed by a specific livestock category in a specific system; \(I_{\text{afeed composition}}\) is the percentage of the total feed intake of a specific feed ingredient, including corn, rice, wheat, soybean, rice, wheat, vegetables, by-products of food processing (chaff, bran, and some main products), straw, grass, tubers, kitchen waste, leaves and green straws, animal by-products, residues of vegetables, and other unknown feeds.

The feed compositions of landless production systems of each livestock category were collected from published literatures. For traditional production systems, the feed compositions were based on literature, expert judgments, and model calculations. We applied the mass balance (total feed intake = total feed supply) at national level to be able to check for inconsistencies in the feed balance. Available feed ingredients were allocated over livestock categories assuming that high-quality feeds (corn, soybean, rice, and wheat) were used in the order (i) large-scale industrial systems > medium-scale industrial systems > traditional systems > backyard systems and in the order (ii) poultry > pigs > dairy cattle > beef and draught cattle > sheep and goat. Further, landless systems used more concentrate feeds than traditional and grazing systems. Finally, we assumed that the feed composition per system did not change much over time. Detailed information about feed compositions for pigs are presented by Bai et al. (18) and for dairy cattle by Zhang et al. (35); the other animal categories are presented in the Supplementary Materials.

Land requirement for feed production
Land requirement for feed production was calculated by the required amount of feed and the mean crop yield of the various feed ingredients. Imported feed and by-products were assumed to require no domestic land resources. The import of corn, soybean, rice, and wheat was derived from the FAO database (13). Grains from corn, wheat and rice, soybean and cakes, and grass (forage, including alfalfa) were seen as main products, which demanded land and new nutrients. The remainder of the feed ingredients were seen as by-products feed.

\[
O_{\text{C land}} = I_{\text{aDM intake}} \times (100\% - \text{feed import})/CY
\]

(2)

\(O_{\text{C land}}\) is the area of land used for feed production based on land areas of corn, wheat, rice, soybean and cakes, and forage used for feed; feed import [in percent (%)] of the total feed use of corn, wheat, rice, soybean and cakes, and forage was derived from FAO (13); and CY is the crop (forage) yield (kilograms per hectare) for the various crops, derived from FAO database (13). The virtual land requirement was derived from the feed import (corn, soybean, rice, wheat, and forage) and the global average productivity of these feeds (13).
BNF and atmospheric N deposition
The inputs of N via BNF and atmospheric deposition to domestic feed production were calculated as follows

\[ I_{\text{BNF}} = O_{\text{land}} \times \text{BNF} \]  

(3)

where \( I_{\text{BNF}} \) is the N input through biological N\(_2\) fixation (in kilograms), \( O_{\text{land}} \) is the area of land with N\(_2\)-fixing crops (in hectares), and BNF is the mean biological N\(_2\) fixation of specific crops (in kilograms of N per hectare) (14).

\[ I_{\text{deposition}} = O_{\text{land}} \times \text{deposition} \]  

(4)

where \( I_{\text{deposition}} \) is the wet N deposition (in kilograms), and deposition is the atmospheric N deposition (in kilograms of N per hectare) (14).

Fertilizer application
The fertilizer application was calculated as follows

\[ I_{\text{fertilizer}} = \frac{O_{\text{feed}}}{\text{new } \text{N/P efficiency}} \]  

(5)

where \( I_{\text{fertilizer}} \) is the amount of fertilizer applied to certain crops, such as corn, soybean, wheat, and rice (in kilograms) and \( O_{\text{feed}} \) is the nutrient content of the main feed species (in kilograms). New “N/P” efficiency is the nutrient content of the main feed species (in kilograms). The use efficiency of the applied fertilizers (in kilogram of N uptake per kilogram of fertilizer N applied and in kilogram of P uptake per kilogram of fertilizer P applied). The use efficiencies are presented in the Supplementary Materials.

Nutrient intake by livestock
The total nutrient consumption by livestock was calculated from the nutrient content of the feed and the feed consumption (21).

\[ I_{\text{nutrient intake}} = I_{\text{feed intake}} \times \text{feed nutrient content} / 1000 \]  

(6)

where \( I_{\text{nutrient intake}} \) (kilogram of N or P) is the nutrient intake by different animal categories, \( I_{\text{feed intake}} \) is the feed intake by animal category, and feed nutrient content (grams kg\(^{-1}\)) is the nutrient content of specific feed ingredients (21).

Livestock product output
The main output of animal products was meat, milk, and eggs. The mean carcass fraction (%) was used to convert live weight to carcass weight. The average carcass fraction for pigs, chicken, beef cattle, and sheep and goat were set at 75, 80, 60, and 50%, respectively.

\[ O_{\text{products}} = \text{animal yield} \times \text{animal number} \]  

(7)

where \( O_{\text{products}} \) is the total amount of animal products (in kilograms); animal yield is the yield of meat, milk, or eggs (in kilogram head\(^{-1}\) year\(^{-1}\)); animal number is the number of animals per animal category. The protein output of animal products was calculated as follows

\[ O_{\text{protein of products}} = O_{\text{products}} \times \text{protein content} / 1000 \]  

(8)

where \( O_{\text{protein of products}} \) is the total protein output of animal products (in kilograms of protein), and protein content is the protein content of animal products (in grams per kilogram). The protein content was derived from the N content of different animal products (21).

Nutrient retention by livestock
Nutrient output from animal products was calculated from the animal products output and nutrient content of the animal products.

\[ O_{\text{nutrient excretion}} = I_{\text{nutrient intake}} - O_{\text{nutrient in products}} \]  

(9)

where \( O_{\text{nutrient excretion}} \) is the amount of nutrient excreted per animal category (in kilograms) (21).

Manure nutrient production
The mass balance method was adapted to calculate the production of manure nutrients

\[ O_{\text{nutrient in products}} = O_{\text{products}} \times \text{products nutrient content} / 1000 \]  

(10)

Scenarios for 2050
We designed and analyzed six scenarios to explore the possible impacts of livestock production in 2050, including a BAU scenario.

BAU scenario (SSP2)
This scenario followed the SSP2 storyline, and the prediction of livestock food demand was based on a FAO report (16), SSPs studies in China (38), and other information sources (table S1). Further, we assumed that the increase in animal production between 2010 and 2050 will take place in landless systems (as was mainly the case between 2000 and 2010) and that the production in mixed crop-livestock systems (including traditional and backyard systems) and grazing systems will remain as in 2010. Also, we assume that the feeding practices and manure management remain as in 2010 (conservative estimate).
Scenario SSP1e
This scenario followed the SSP1 storyline, but the forecast of livestock food demand was as in SSP2. Four major technological changes were considered, in separate SSP1 variants, and a combined option was considered. SSP1a: improved feed and herd management; SSP1b: improved manure management and connected crop and livestock production; SSP1c: accelerated transformation of mixed systems to landless systems; SSP1d: structural adjustment; all additional required animal source food provided by monogastric animals; and SSP1e: combination of SSP1a and SSP1b. Detailed characteristics of these scenarios are shown in the Supplementary Materials.
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